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Life-saving donation
Evac+Chair International is
spreading the word for greater
awareness of automatic external
defibrillators (AEDs) on a global
scale, with the donation of a
CardiAid AED for the Clipper 13-
14 Round the World Yacht Race.

AEDs offer vital on-the-spot
instructions on how to save an
individual who is suffering from
sudden cardiac arrest. Evac+Chair
International donated the CardiAid

AED and a mini stretcher after
learning that a member of staff of
longstanding client RM Education
would be participating in the race. 

The essential items will be
onboard a yacht, travelling
alongside 20 crew members for one
year. The competition will see
individuals from all walks of life
racing across oceans covering six
continents. 
Tel: 0121 706 6744

ROSPA recognition
Konecranes’ already exemplary
record within the field of health and
safety received further recognition
recently, when the UK operation
received a Silver Medal at the Royal
Society for the Prevention of

UK worker
final eight

Industrial Scientific, a global leader
in gas detection as a service, has
been named a finalist for Advanced
Manufacturing Company of the Year
in the Pittsburgh Technology
Council’s Tech 50 Awards.

The annual awards programme
recognises southwestern
Pennsylvania’s most successful,
innovative and thought-leading
companies and executives. The
Council will name the winners at an
awards event at the Wyndham Grand
Pittsburgh on Thursday 10th October.

Industrial Scientific will display its
latest gas detection products and
services, including the all-new Tango
TX1 gas monitor and iNet, at the
“Tech 50 Showcase of Innovation” –
a small trade fair designed to create
more awareness about the awards
finalists.
Tel: +1 800 788 4353

Sustains high
standards
Manufacturer of one of Europe’s
widest range of fragment
retention lamps GlassGuard is
pleased to report that it has passed
an annual ISO 9001:2008 audit
inspection. With no non-
conformities reported in the
manufacturer’s quality
management system (QMS),
GlassGuard’s reputation for  high
standards of care and attention to
detail has been confirmed.

No stranger to maintaining
high standards, its GlassGuard
BlackBand fragment retention
lamps are manufactured to EN
61549, the recognised industry
standard which incorporates
requirements for fragment
retention lamps. GlassGuard was
instrumental in the
implementation of EN 61549
which brought an end to the
production and availability of
inferior and dangerous
shatterproof lamps in the market.
Tel: 01842 763752

Accidents 2013 Occupational Health
and Safety Awards.

Recognising corporate
commitment to accident and ill
health prevention, the award made
to Konecranes – a leading supplier of
overhead cranes and lifting
equipment and operators of UK’s
largest crane service network – was
within the Achievement
category. Konecranes was a previous
Gold Medal recipient at the ROSPA
Awards in 2011/2012.

Konecranes’ Pat Campbell said:
“Our ongoing approach will be to
deliver improved performance by
fostering a safety culture right across
the business.”
Tel: 0121 5691000

Awards finalist

Having spent 14 years promoting
health, safety and environmental
training and consultancy, Gareth
Lewis has joined RRC International’s
senior management team to head up
corporate client relations for the UK
and Europe. Gareth says: “I’m really
excited to have the opportunity to
work for one of the health and safety
sector’s truly forward-thinking
consultancies, which places such
high importance on client
relationships and quality of materials
and delivery, as well as having all the
relevant products on the market to
meet clients’ HS&E training needs. 

“Over the coming months, I will
be focusing on building on our
strong relationships with existing
clients and developing a clear angle
to promote, far and wide, our
corporate capabilities in e-learning,
face-to-face training and
consultancy.”
Tel: 0208 944 3100

RRC boosts team

The eight finalists in the UK Worker
of the Year 2013 competition,
sponsored by Dickies and Suzuki
GB, have been announced. They are:
Judi James – a farmer’s assistant from
Dorset; Ray Burton – a site and
watch manager from Nottingham;
Mark Hughes – an electrician from
Oxfordshire; Paul Dove – a heating
engineer from Lincolnshire; Dean
Gerstel – a roofer from Barnsley:
Michael Hill – a panel beater from
Devon; Ian Woolcott – a rescue and
recovery manager from Bath and
Wayne Timbrell – a HGV electrical
technician from Somerset.

The winner will be announced

Four fold
growth plans
Casella, a global specialist in
occupational health and
environmental risk management
solutions, has revealed four fold
growth plans over the next five
years. The company has also
indicated that acquisitions are a
possibility in a bid to significantly
boost market share by 2018.

As part of its growth strategy,
Casella will focus on developing
its noise and dust monitoring
solutions for the mining,
construction, oil & gas, chemical
processing, pharmaceutical,
public sector and consultancy
sectors. Key target territories
include the UK, USA, India and
China.
Tel: 01234 844100

during a gala evening at Reading’s
Madejski Stadium on 18th October.
The prize is the choice of a Suzuki
Swift car or a Suzuki GSR 750
motorcycle.  
Tel: 01761 419419
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